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 Virtual reality (VR) based games are a type of game that provides immersive 
gaming experience, allowing players to dive into the virtual world of the 
game being played. VR-based games require a high minimum computer 
specification, so thin clients cannot play VR-based games properly. This 
research aims to see how to enable thin computers to play VR-based games 
by utilizing cloud gaming technology. Using a high specification computer 
as a server, an android device as a VR headset, this Final Project implements 
a VR headset device so that it can be used in conjunction with cloud gaming 
services to be able to play VR-based games on thin computers and see how 
well the implementation by seeing the result from computer resources used 
and the Quality of Services. With Parsec cloud gaming services, the 
application carried out in this Final Project can run well on computers with 
low specifications. CPU usage on the client computer when the service is 
running is high at 91% usage, with 2818 MB RAM usage. Quality of Service 
is obtained when setting the highest quality preset, with a throughput of 
16MB with a delay of about 2 ms. VR games that are played can run well 
with a minimum bandwidth of 15 Mbps selected from the Frame per Second 
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The game, as a means of modern entertainment today, continues to grow to meet the needs and desires 
of its players. Modern games are often identified as having near-real graphic quality and complex game 
patterns. As a result, many modern games require hardware such as multi-core CPUs and high-end graphics 
cards to get good performance when playing games with high levels of computing [1]. This makes it difficult 
for players to play the latest games, for players must continue to improve the performance of their computer 
devices in accordance with the minimum requirements of the game players want to play [2]. 
 Virtual Reality (VR) technology is widely used in various professional fields. Along with the 
development of technology, VR devices are increasing their affordability and are starting to penetrate into the 
entertainment world, such as video games. To enjoy VR-based games, you need a Head-mounted Display 
(HMD) device or VR headsets like Oculus Rift and HTC Vive. These devices allow players to do VR gaming, 
which will give players an immersive experience in a virtual world and exercise a more free form of control to 
interact with things in the game of the virtual world [3]. 
 The VR game trend itself is increasingly popular among casual game players [4], seen from the start 
of new VR game titles, both free and paid games. This Virtual Reality trend is not without any challenges in 
its journey. The most common obstacle with playing VR-based games that VR-based games themselves require 
the bare minimum requirements from computer devices that are high enough to process the virtual world in 
games better. On VR games themselves, several things like the quality of 3D graphics and computing processes 
that exceeds ordinary games require players to have game devices with specifications, particularly with gaming 
PC, that exceed the computer in general. VR gaming requires a computer with a high specification of its 
components, that can process and run VR games smoothly with 2K and 60-120fps resolution, compared to 
running normal computer games that can be obtained with 1080p and 24-60fps resolution [3][5]. 
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 Cloud gaming technology helps players with this problem because cloud gaming does not use 
computer devices in general, a variety of complex computing is not done on personal computers, any 
complicated processes when playing games performed by a computer on the servers located in the cloud [2][6]. 
This feat is possible because cloud gaming works by accepting inputs from players who are then transferred to 
the server computer to be processed. The computer server will compute and produce output in the form of 
video and audio frames that will be streamed back to the player. The paradigm of this cloud gaming system 
allows games with higher specification requirements, so it can be used on low-end computers that have 
computer hardware components with specifications that are not too high. This modeling paradigm then 
becomes one of the highly developed paradigm models in the gaming industry [7]. 
 Several studies related to cloud gaming with computer devices that use unusual inputs, such as sound 
[8][9], as input actions that will be processed by cloud gaming server computers. The VR-based game itself 
uses a VR headset device as one of the player's input action tools to engage with objects in the game rather 
than using the common game controller. The idea of using cloud gaming as a solution for playing VR-based 
games on low specification computer devices [3] can be put into consideration. However, the cloud gaming 
service itself still does not provide a direct implementation for using cloud gaming to play VR-based games. 
 
2. METHOD 
 Several methods can be used to implement a VR headset for use on cloud gaming services. The first 
thing to look for is how cloud gaming works and what needs that will be needed to use cloud gaming services 
and how to implement VR headsets on cloud gaming services. 
 Then the next preparation is done by designing a topology that makes the VR headset device can be 
implemented on cloud gaming services. The first thing to note is the type of VR headset that will be used and 
how VR headsets are used in general on computers with adequate specifications. 
 The VR headset used is a type of Google Cardboard, in which this particular type of VR headset has 
an affordable price and is easy to use by beginners [10]. This type of VR headset uses an android smartphone 
as an output display that will display video streams of VR-based games which are played by players. 
 
 
Figure 1. Research stages flowchart diagram 
 




 In contrast to other web-based cloud gaming service platforms such as Emago [11][12], the use of 
Parsec as a cloud gaming service was chosen because Parsec provides the freedom to use any computer to be 
used as a cloud gaming server [13]. Parsec uses an application that can capture desktop frames from the host 
computer, which is then streamed back to the client computer. So that computers on the local network can also 
be used as a server connected to Parsec’s gaming cloud service.  
 Due to infrastructure limitations and topology testing that have not been done before, cloud networks 
are done using CloudFog [7], where the data center that is used as a server is closer to the client. The freedom 
to make any computer device as a cloud gaming server makes Parsec is the best tool to be used in this research. 
In this case, the features provided Parsec cloud gaming application works and took a concept like the way 
GamingAnywhere works [14][15]. 
 Further steps, the topology of the services they will be built.  
 
 
Figure 2. System topology 
 
 The following topology is used by connecting the client with the server as the host that runs the Parsec 
gaming cloud service. 
 The device on the client-side consists of a laptop or computer that has lower specifications and a VR 
headset. Both devices are connected to the local network using a dual-band wireless access point. Because the 
main display that will be seen by the player is the screen of the VR headset, the VR headset requires a better 
network path so that a band with 5 GHz frequency is used where the band with 5 GHz frequency is usually 
applied to devices that prioritize the speed and stability of data flow [16].  
 The device on the server-side consists of computer devices with specifications that meet the minimum 
requirements as a Parsec host that serves to provide cloud gaming services [17]. The host computer is connected 
using an ethernet cable to the switch that will be routed to the router device on the local network.  
 The devices used in this study, as listed in the topology image as in Figure 2, have the following 
detailed specifications. 
Table 1. Server computer specifications 
Component Specifications 
Processor AMD Ryzen 5 1600 Six-core Processor @ 3.20 GHz 
Physical Memory 8 GB RAM 
Operating System Windows 10 Pro 64-bit Operating System 
Graphics Card NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050 Ti 
Storage HDD 1 TB  
 
 
Table 2. Client computer specifications 
Component Specifications 
Model FUJITSU Lifebook PH521 
Component Specifications 
Physical Memory 6 GB RAM 
Operating System Windows 10 Pro 64-bit Operating System 
Graphics Card AMD Radeon HD 6320 Graphics (OnBoard) 
Storage HDD 300 GB 
 
Table 3. VR Headset device specifications 
Component Specifications 
Model VR Shinecon 
Dimensions 200 mm x 100 mm x 140 mm 
Weight 380 g 
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Table 4. VR Smartphone device specifications  
Component Specifications 
Model Nokia 6.1 Plus 
Dimensions 147.2 mm x 71 mm x 8 mm 
Weight 151 g 
Display IPS LCD capacitive touchscreen, 16M colors 
Resolution 1080 x 2280 px, 19:9 ratio 
Chipset Qualcomm SDM636 Snapdragon 636 Octa-core 1.8 GHz Kryo 260 
Memory 64 GB 4GB RAM 
 
The study was conducted on two VR based testing games. Some arrangements are made to get the minimum 
bandwidth needed to play VR-based games using cloud gaming services. For this reason, the available 
bandwidth on client devices will be limited according to the quality settings of Parsec. 
 
Table 5. Measurement Scenario 
Bandwidth 
Limit on Client 








10 Mbps 1280x720 10 Mbps Low 
15 Mbps 1366x768 15 Mbps Medium 
20 Mbps 1920x1080 20 Mbps High 
 
The research was tested on two VR based games, namely PinballVR and WarRobotsVR. PinballVR has 
game characteristics with fewer virtual actions and particles. In contrast, WarRobotsVR has more complex 
game characteristics with more elements of action performed by players and various visual particles in the 
game. 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 After the measurement is done, the following is the result of the measurement seen from the use of 
resources consisting of CPU usage, RAM usage, GPU usage, and Frame per Second (FPS). Also, from the 
network performance side, seen from throughput and delay.  
 
 
Figure 3. Average CPU Usage to Settings Quality Presets Graphs 
 
 CPU usage on the client-side is fairly high at around 80% - 90% and tends to be the same in every 
quality preset setting. This shows that all the quality preset settings do not significantly affect the CPU usage 
client, both when playing Pinball and WarRobots.  
 Although, in theory, the use of cloud gaming services can overload CPU usage, hence the reduced 
performance on client computers, because all computing processes are carried out by the server, the result in 
this measurement is not the case. This is because the processor used on the client computer has obsolete and 
only has a relatively small number of processor cores (dual cores) with a low clock speed, which causes the 
CPU usage on the client to be very high. The process that causes CPU usage so high is because of the process 
in the Parsec application, where the application performs continuous video decoding and rendering rather than 
from processing the VR game itself. 
Client Server Client Server
Pinball WarRobots
Low 2865 4502 2928 4557
Medium 2838 4287 2826 4810
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Figure 4. Average RAM Usage against Quality Preset Settings Graphs 
 
 RAM usage on the client side ranges from 2690 Megabytes to 2841 Megabytes. The RAM usage 
measured in each preset quality setting differs from one another and is not in order. 
 This RAM usage measurement result reveals that the preset quality settings have no effect on RAM 
usage and have more impact on the application process that is running at the time the measurement is made 
rather than from quality settings. RAM usage indicates that on client computers, the use of the Parsec 
application, also with background applications that are running, uses up to 2 Gigabytes of RAM usage. 
 While on the server-side, RAM usage is quite high, which is in the range of 4 Gigabytes. This is 
caused by applications running on servers more and heavier than applications running on client computers. 
Several applications, such as Parsec, VRidge, Steam VR, and VR game applications that run on the server, use 
RAM that is quite high compared to the usage on client computers that only run Parsec applications. 
 RAM usage is affected by the game being played, seen from the server that directly runs the game. 
When playing the WarRobots game, RAM usage is higher than when playing the Pinball game, because the 




Figure 5. GPU Usage against Quality Preset Settings Graphs 
 
 GPU usage on the client computer and servers is significantly different. GPU usage on the client is 
0%, which indicates no computational activity by the GPU when using cloud gaming services.  
 This is because the GPU on the client computer does not have physical hardware but rather integrates 
(on-board) with the processor chipset. This also causes CPU usage on client computers to tend to be close to 
100% due to the CPU and GPU resources are used to compute the video decoding and rendering process.  
 This can be seen in the existence of computing activity by the GPU on the server, where the server 
has a GPU with physical hardware and is not integrated with the chipset processor. The computation process 
by the GPU increases when the measurements with high-quality preset settings are made compared to low or 
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preset quality uses 1080p resolution or equivalent to 1920x1080 px, so the encoding process carried out by the 
server is heavier. 
 
Figure 6. Average throughput to bandwidth limit graphs 
 
 The average throughput on client computing devices is in the range of 3 to 4 Mbps, where the 
throughput at the time the bandwidth setting values are not much different from each other. This shows that 
the use of cloud gaming services with Parsec when playing VR games does not pass a lot of data packages to 
the client computer.  
 Unlike the throughput on a computer, the performance on the VR headset device has a throughput 
value that rises significantly in each bandwidth allocation. The higher the bandwidth limit, the higher the bitrate 
of data sent by the server. A high bitrate will affect the visual quality displayed on the VR headset display. 
 This makes the value of throughput when setting the bandwidth limit is 20 Mbps, has a high value of 
16 Mbps. So it can be concluded that the visual quality provided is directly proportional to the obtained 
throughput.  
 
Figure 7. Average Delay to Bandwidth graphs 
 
 The delay value obtained is the smallest is around 0.3 ms and the highest at 2.1 ms.  
 Overall the average delay obtained, the delay value on the computer is higher than the delay on the 
VR headset. This is due to the use of a VR headset connected to the server wirelessly using WiFi with the 5 
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lower data rates. This also causes delay measured on computers is rather high, regardless of the given 
bandwidth limit. 
 
Figure 8. FPS Value of Quality Presets and Bandwidth Limit graphs 
 
 The FPS value varies with different bandwidth availability and quality preset settings. Scenarios used 
to measure the average FPS are adjusted with bandwidth limit settings and quality preset settings. For testing 
with preset low-quality settings, it is done by setting a bandwidth limit of 10 Mbps, a medium quality preset 
with a bandwidth limit of 15 Mbps, and a high-quality preset high with a bandwidth limit of 20 Mbps. This is 
done because the preset quality settings are low, the bitrate given by the server is 10Mbps and has a low 
resolution, and so on the other preset quality settings in sequence. The FPS value can be seen from the frame 
rate displayed on the VR headset. 
 The FPS obtained for both PinballVR and WarRobots games is fairly high, with an average value 
above 50 FPS in each preset quality setting. This shows that VR games must be run by looking at the availability 
of bandwidth owned by the client.  
 The preset low-quality setting has a higher average FPS of 58 FPS for PinballVR games and 57 FPS 
for WarRobots games. Even though it has a high FPS, the preset low-quality setting provides poor image 




 From the results of measurements and analysis of resource usage and QoS on the implementation of 
VR headsets for their use with cloud gaming services, several conclusions can be drawn: 
1. The use of a VR headset to play VR games using a computer with low specifications can be implemented 
using Parsec’s cloud gaming service. 
2. One of the parameters taken from Resource Usage is the CPU usage, which used by client computers, 
is very high, with an average usage value of 90% for PinballVR games and 94% for WarRobotsVR 
games. 
3. RAM usage on client computers tends to be stable with the lowest usage value of 2650 Megabytes and 
the highest usage value of 2928 Megabytes in the average overall quality preset setting. 
4. Disk Usage on client computers is only as high as the value of 1%. This shows the use of Parsec cloud 
gaming services does not overload the client’s computer hard drive’s resource usage. 
5. GPU Usage on client computers is very small, close to 0% at the time of implementation. That small 
value is obtained because the GPU on the client computer is integrated with the processor chipset. This 
causes the burden to process video frames sent by the server will be more charged to the CPU resulting 
in very high CPU usage values. 
6. The value of throughput on computers is relatively small, with the largest throughput value of 3,850 
Mbps. Whereas the value of throughput on a VR headset device has a high value in accordance with the 
preset quality settings and bandwidth availability, where the highest throughput value obtained is 16 
Mbps. 
7. The value of delay and jitter is fairly small, with the highest delay value of only 2 ms, and the jitter 
value has very small value approaches zero indicates that the network device used for implementation 
is functioning properly. 
8. For the convenience of playing VR games, it requires a high and stable Frame per Second value. Seeing 
these needs, the required bandwidth is at least 15 Mbps to run VR games with medium quality, seen 
from the FPS value obtained with minimum bandwidth and medium preset quality reaching 55 FPS. 
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